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The arrival of spring signals a time of rapid renewal
and growth in nature. The long, dark months of winter
are finally behind us, and the newness of the season
invites us to take a fresh look at life, as well as our
photography and image making. The message to all
of us is that change is an inevitable consequence of
living. And so it is with the Darkroom Door, where with
this issue, a new era has begun.
Our beloved longtime editor Marcia Polevoi has
decided to step back from the limelight. In six years,
she has made this publication something of great
value, not to mention a source of tremendous pride, for
all CPS members. Marcia set the bar high, and it’s my
hope that the Darkroom Door will continue to be both
relevant and informative going forward. I offer Marcia
my sincerest thanks for both her years of dedicated
service as outgoing editor, and for her help and support in getting my tenure as
incoming editor off to the smoothest start possible. Marcia, you’re a champ!
While the look of this issue will remain familiar, we’re going to spread our wings and
incorporate some new content, which we hope will help our readers in their journey
to be the best photographer’s that they can be. We expect to not just inform you, but
to educate, entertain and inspire you, as well. As the great Ansel Adams once said,
“You don’t take a photograph, you make it!” The staff at the Darkroom Door is committed to challenging each of our readers to explore new ideas and ways of seeing
in the pursuit of making even better photographs!
As you peruse this issue you’ll undoubtedly have some reaction to what you see. We
invite your feedback and look forward to learning how we can make the Darkroom
Door even more responsive to you, our readers, and fellow photography enthusiasts.
Please send your comments and criticisms to info@gerardhilinskionline.com.

CPS is a founding member of the
Photographic
Society of
CPS is
a founding member
of America,
the
PSA. Society of America,
Photographic
PSA.
All Rights Reserved.
All photographs
All Rights
Reserved. herein are
protected by
copyright
All photographs
herein
are law
and may
not be reproduced
protected
by copyright
law
without
thereproduced
express written
and may
not be
consent
of the written
photographer.
without
the express
consent of the photographer.

The Darkroom Door is YOUR publication. Together we’ll make it everything you’d
like it to be. And with a little luck, maybe even more.
Now, let the games begin!

Jerry Hilinski
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President’s Message

2013 is now coming to an end and CPS has had another great year.
We saw the successful re-launching of the B Competition last April
by the Competition Committee. The B Competition is now a success
with the newer members, as well as the students.
Steve Lucsik has done a fantastic job with his first solo exhibit at the
Coffee Shop and then again with the City of Broadview Hts. He and
his team should be congratulated.
We also had two incredible opportunities for photography this
summer with Captain Wayne and the Holiday. I waved good-bye
to you twice from the docks as you sailed in and out of the Tall
Ships and again for that 18-hour cruise of the Battle of Lake Erie in
Sandusky.
Several of you took advantage of the bus trip to Greenfield
organized by Dave Brooks to photograph vintage cars in Michigan.
Watch for the return of this trip in 2014.
Also, we had the launch of the successful Member’s Share and
Tell series. This has been an incredible hit and I would like to thank both Barb Pennington and Dave
Brooks for organizing these evenings. We also saw the return of the Canon Explorers of Light with
Rick Sammon back in November.
Our addition to the school of Lightroom classes is proving to be a great success. Congratulations to
Mark Coletta, Steve Snitzky and Cal Pusateri for all their hard work in making this happen.
Ron Werman and the Community Service volunteers have also been very busy. They have already
covered over 42 community service events so far this year. These volunteers covered the most events
this year: Jim Frazer, Maria Kaiser, Donna Schneider and Joe Vanecek. Congratulations to all the
Community Service volunteers.
Finally, we have reestablished our commitment to Photographic Society of America led by Dan
Kozminski. Watch for PSA updates from Dan in our weekly newsletters.
Now, we will turn our sights toward a new and hopefully even better year for CPS. This club would not
be the success it currently is without members like you that volunteer both your time and talents. I want
to personally thank you for making my job so easy. Let’s all hope that we have a great new year and
another mild winter in 2014!

Joanne Damian
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GUEST EDITORIAL
When Reality Bites…
Susan Onysko

Stacy Pearsall
I recently took a trip to photograph
wildlife in Japan. I went with
expectations that I would feel the
stillness, calm, and isolation that is
often portrayed in the Japanese winter
and wildlife photos that I have viewed.
The reality is that the destinations
are actually lined with photographers,
tripods, and long glass all staking out
their slice of prime territory.
With each passing year it gets
easier to travel to far-flung places.
The Internet provides near real-time
access to iconic shots taken at these
locations and spurs the desire for
many to visit. I fall into this category
in some respects. I want those iconic
photos; however, I also want to deliver
something different than others. I want
to capture that extra special face or
moment. I want to capture an image
that lets the viewer feel an emotional
connection to the location.
Today’s world can make this very
challenging. The stewards of many
of the world’s iconic locations shuffle
you along a predetermined route
to a predetermined spot to take a
predetermined photo. Enter our new
“smart cameras” that, if given free
reign, “optimize” every camera setting
for you. Your trip to the other side of
the world is now almost guaranteed

to yield photos that very closely
match those taken by many other
photographers making that same
trip. On this particular trip to Japan,
which just happens to be the home
of both Nikon and Canon, the myriad
of tourists were joined by a legion
of local residents sporting highend Nikon and Canon gear ready
to capture the same photographic
facsimile.

remember where you are, think about
the culture, and even look to the past.
Being in Japan, I started to think
about the delicate, artistic fine art
pieces and how these birds would be
were represented when used in such
work. There was snow on the ground,
but none coming down on the birds.
There were somewhat ugly branches
in the background, which needed to
be downplayed.

At the monkey park, isolating monkeys
and their interaction with one another
was one of the few shots that one
could get without other photographers
in the frame. Even then, the prime
spots were filled two to three
photographers deep. I had expected
that photographing the Japanese Red
Cranes in the “less iconic” location of
Hokkaido to be different. That was a
bad assumption. The birds were fed
at pre-determined, published times.
Everyone comes shortly before those
times to set up and wait for the birds
to fly in. Tripods are lined up around
fenced areas and tiered ledges. The
cameras are ready for battle. Fast
shutter speeds and high frames per
second prevail.

Duplicating what I did last year in
Palouse I used a slow shutter speed
to blur the straight lines of the trees. I
then sought out flocks of cranes that
had enough separation between each
other to visually tell the story. Using
multiple exposures on my camera I
created soft, low contrast, ghostlike
images. The images were gentle and
delicate — much like how I envision
these birds. It became graphic,
minimalistic, and all about shape,
lines, and form.
By using this multiple exposure
technique, I created a mood that was
not visually there, but representative
of my concept and idea of the
location.

To create something different and
unique when your reality is staged
for you takes a bit of thought. First,

The Softer Side of Hokkaido
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Susan Onysko

Selection of Pictorial Competition Winners

Calvary Bridge
First Place

Cyndi Goldman

Cat Eyes
First Place

Tall Ship on Lake Erie
First Place

Joanne Bradford

Erik Heinrich

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Pictorial Competition Winners
Continued

D -- Day Reenactment
First Place- Perfect Score

Jackie Sajewski

Dahlia 2
First Place

Intense Stare
First Place

Joanne Bradford

Bill Keaton

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Pictorial Competition Winners
Continued

Stripes
First Place

Bill Keaton

No, Not Again
First Place

Antique Engine
Second Place

Deb Rozin

Chuck Bentivegna

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Member Interview
Debbie DiCarlo -- Star Photographer
Steve Lucsik
We don’t know whether Debbie
DiCarlo grew up enthralled by the
original TV series, “Cosmos,” hosted
by the famous astronomer, Carl
Sagan. He fascinated us with his
scientific exploration of space and its
“billions and billions of stars!” We don’t
know whether or not she was ever
intrigued by the Dutch artist Vincent
van Gogh’s painting, “The Starry
Night.” We don’t know who or what
inspired her to look at the stars, but
we are certain of one thing — Debbie
DiCarlo is a CPS Star Photographer!
All one needs to do is look at the
image she captured of a night sky full
of stars, swirling over the Indigo Lake
train station in the Cuyahoga Valley
National Park. Then we realize this
stargazer has a special talent.
More recently, a new star was added
to her portfolio. On one misty, foggy
morning in the fall, Debbie was
hiking along the Chagrin River in
Cleveland Metroparks South Chagrin
Reservation when she came to the
Chagrin River Falls. She waded into
the water shin deep and then, to get
the perfect shot, squatted down in the
cold water to get level with the falls.
Using a neutral density filter on her 24
— 105mm lens, she snapped a onesecond exposure at f11. It turned out
perfectly, so she submitted that image,
along with three others, to a Popular
Photography magazine contest. To her
utter surprise, “Chagrin Falls” was the
centerfold of the January 2014 issue.
It was the Grand Prize winner from
over 2000 photos that were submitted
by amateurs and professionals from
around the world!
You would think from looking at the
extraordinary photos Debbie takes,
that photography was in her blood,

Canon 7D.
Her favorite subjects? Wildlife, nature,
landscapes, macro flowers and most
of all star trails. Best images she ever
captured? Her children: Dean, now
married and with three children of his
own, and daughter, Dawn. But they
aren’t necessarily her “best” shots;
they’re her “best” because they are
“shared experiences” with the family.
And, family is very important to her.

that it was a skill she had honed over
many years. Not so! Her serious
interest in photography is relatively
new and recently developed.
A Kodak Instamatic she got as a
Christmas gift in 1960 was her
introduction to photography. Her
favorite subject was her cousin,
Sharon. Sharon would act like a
fashion model prancing up and down
an imaginary runway in the back yard
as Debbie snapped pictures...with the
flash cube attached, of course, to get
the full paparazzi effect.
In 1980 Debbie bought her first SLR,
and spent time in the darkroom at a
community college where she was
taking classes. Around 2007, she got
her first DSLR and signed up for the
“Fundamentals of Good Photography”
class at CPS. She had picked up
a brochure from the Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo left there by former
CPS president and park volunteer,
Ron Wilson. From then on, she kept
honing her skills by signing up for
classes and attending photographic
workshops throughout the U. S. and
various places around the world. She
loves her Canon 5D Mark III and her
8

Debbie Klimkowicz grew up in a loving
and close-knit family, rich in activities
and fond memories. Her mom was
kind and caring and really loved the
holidays. One Christmas, in the ‘60s,
the family chipped in and bought
Mom her first computer. She was
giddy with excitement and curiosity.
She immediately set on a search of
the family tree. She also kept tabs on
her favorite Cleveland sports teams
and knew the statistics of many of
her favorite players. Dad has the
green thumb. At age 86, he still mows
the lawn and gardens, and grows a
variety of vegetables and flowers. To
this day, Debbie is “his baby girl.”
At fifteen, Debbie was incredibly
“cool,” strolling down the street
smoking a cigarette. Out of the blue
a car pulls up to the curb beside
her. Surprise! It was Mom, and
Debbie was grounded for life! On
Thanksgiving morning, grandma,
mom, dad and her brother, Keith
would watch the Macy’s Thanksgiving
parade on T.V. The house, seasoned
with heavenly scents, everyone happy
and carefree, brings back the warmest
of feelings.
Debbie’s best friend growing up was
Maggie. How close were they? They
had their own language and spoke
it frequently. Today, her best friend
is the boy she met in North Olmsted

Member Interview Continued

Waiting on the Night Train
High school — her husband, Dean.
He supported her in everything she
did. He was at her side when she was
juggling a full-time job, and raising
their two children, Dean and Dawn.
Debbie was also attending a Saturday
evening college class in pursuit of
a degree. Dean was an extremely
proud husband and father, when,
in the same year, both his son and
wife graduated from college. Debbie
graduated Summa Cum Laude from
Ashland College, earning a Bachelor’s
degree in Business Management.
Through it all, Dean was quietly
spectacular. Today, Debbie is Director
of Business Development for Hawkeye
Mosaic, which specializes in customer
communications.
When asked in the interview: If having
a dinner for four, what famous people
(living or dead) would you invite? Her
answer: Princess Diana, Sir Edmund
Hillary, and of all people, Janice
Joplin. When she bicycles thru the
Metroparks, she listens to everything
from Beethoven to Metallica,
Disturbed, Led Zeppelin and Janice.
Her favorite play is, “Love, Janice.”
And yes, in the seventies, she wore
an old army coat with a painted peace
sign on the back and walked barefoot

carrying a purse
made from an
American flag
with fringe on the
bottom. Her long
hair parted down
the middle, and
yes, she was a
hippie.

sitting under the night sky shooting
star trails. Her camera will run from
one to two hours at a time, snapping
the star movements. She has taught
seminars and willingly helps others to
get started. She loves to travel. She
loves photographing wild animals
and all species of humming birds and
owls.

Debbie spends
countless hours
helping out
organizations like
the United Way,
The Epilepsy
Debbie DiCarlo Foundation,
Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo, where she served
as a docent. She’s a volunteer
photographer, animal handler and
educator for the Metroparks serving
Summit County. She is also a Wildlife
Watcher for the National Parks,
educating visitors about such things
as “white-nose syndrome,” which is
killing the bat population.

My guess is that Debbie would be
thrilled to have met John Dobson and
that she certainly would have added
him to her dinner list. (Ex-monk sits
down to dinner with ex-hippie.) The
conversation? The stars of course!
March 9, 2014, the popular 1980
National Geographic science
program, “Cosmos,” is returning to
TV as a 13-part series hosted by the
lauded astrophysicist and Professor of
Science, Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson. He
will entice us to travel through space
to explore its awesome grandeur. We
can be sure she’ll be watching.

(Author’s note: While putting
this piece together on Debbie
a notice ran in the religion/
science section of the Medina
Gazette (1/20/2014). “John
Dobson, ex-monk fostered star
gazing, dead at 98.” Dobson
was known, worldwide as “the
Father of Star Gazers” and as
a “Sidewalk Astronomer.” The
Cosmological Pied Piper would
take his home made telescope
to street corners and start a
party by inviting people passing
by to look at the stars. He gave
brilliant lectures on the wonders
of the universe. And would help
anyone interested to build a
homemade telescope. His life
was dedicated to science.)
And now there is Debbie! She
often will spend hours and
hours beginning at sunset,

Howling Lessons

Debbie DiCarlo

Editor’s Note: It is with the deepest sadness that we acknowledge the recent passing of Debbie’s dad. On behalf of all of us at CPS, our thoughts are with you!
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CPS Exhibits
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Selection of People Competition Winners

Stranger #83 Street Portrait (Joe)
First Place

Chris Camino

Soldier
Second Place

Sleeping It Off
First Place -- Perfect Score

Debbie DiCarlo

Chuck Bentivegna

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of People Competition Winners
Continued

I Surrender...to Meditation
First Place

Dan Sandy

Scorpio in Jeans
Second Place

Autumn’s Child
Second Place

Eric Wethington

Joanne Bradford

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of People Competition Winners
Continued

Day Dreaming
Second Place

Magdalena Chmura

When I Was Young
Second Place

Repose
Second Place

Jerry Hilinski

Stephen Herron

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of People Competition Winners
Continued

Hand Working Beauty
First Place -- Perfect Score

Susan Onysko

Ballerina
Second Place

Jen
Second Place

Joanne Damian

Magdalena Chmura

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of People Competition Winners
Continued

Blue Among Memories
Susan Onysko
First Place -- Perfect Score

Mennonites Embracing Technology
Third Place
Ann Gridley

Nicole
First Place

Joanne Bradford

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Member Recognition

CPS is proud to announce that Jan
Immel, Barb Pennington, Bogdan
Pieniak, Carol Sahley and Jackie
Sajewski had images selected for
the Astract Nation Art Exhibition at
Cleveland Hopkins Airport. Kudos to
all!
Also, Nancy Balluck and Kolman
Rosenberg were both profiled in the
Lensbaby Artistry newsletter. Very
cool!
Of special note, congratulations are
in order for Darlene Beiter, who had
an award-winning image in the recent
Sustainability Cleveland Contest. Way
to go, Darlene! You make us so proud.
In breaking news, on Friday, April
11, 2014, the winners of the Solon
FOCUS photography contest were
announced and CPS was wellrepresented.
Category winners:
•

Best of Show — Seasoned/
Professional Category: Debbie
DiCarlo

•

People/Portrait — Seasoned/
Professional: Wayne Roth

•

Travel/Places — Amateur: Joanne
Damian

•

Botanical — Amateur: Debra
Rozin

In addition, several CPS members had
images selected for exhibition at the
Solon Center for the Arts or the Beck
Center for the Arts.
Congratulations, guys! The cream
always rises to the top!
And finally, can we all give a shout out
to Karen Kirchner! The CPS Facebook
Group has grown to 1,520 members

under her guidance. These folks are from all around the world, so she’s
really putting CPS on the map! What Karen does best in her role as
moderator is keep the group focused on PHOTOGRAPHY, and not
politics, world events and all of those other trending topics that find a
home on social media platforms. Her gentle but firm reminders to all
that the group is about photography, and nothing but photography, are
priceless. If you haven’t checked out the CPS Facebook group as yet,
treat yourself to some great information and eye candy the next time
you log onto your laptop or tablet.
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CPS History
Former CPS Member Joins Elliott Ness to Fight Crime
Lisa Adcock, CPS Historian
Being the Historian now for CPS,
I have had the unique opportunity
to find out just how rich our club’s
history really is. This includes
discovering some previously unknown
prominent photographers and their
fascinating stories. While researching
the Plain Dealer’s archives on the
Internet about our history, I ran
across this fascinating story where a
photographer, who was once a CPS
member, worked with Elliott Ness in
the 1930s. Here’s his story:
The year is 1935. Cleveland is a city
overloaded with crime and corruption.
Mayor Harold Hitz Burton wants
Cleveland to be a safe and happy
environment for its citizens. He
needed help. He needed the best of
the best untouchable crime fighters to
wipe out the crooked policemen and
end the corruption once and for all. He
turns to the one and only Untouchable,
Elliot Ness. Elliot Ness is most famous
for bringing Al Capone and his crime
ring to justice in Chicago.
Elliot Ness was appointed Cleveland’s
Safety Director. This put him in charge
of the police department. He headed
the campaign to clean out police
corruption and modernize criminal
investigation. He also understood the
importance of using every available
resource to bring down criminals. One
of these resources was photography.
He realized that photographs
could reveal important clues and
document crucial details about crime
scenes. The importance of crime
scene photography led Mr. Ness to
Ladis Lisy, of the Cleveland Police
Department. Mr. Ness approached
Sgt. Lisy to organize a criminal
photographic department.
Ladis Lisy joined the Cleveland Police
Department in 1918. He worked in

the Accident Investigation Unit for six
years and was secretary to the chief
of police for 11 years. At one time, he
was also a member of the prestigious
Cleveland Photographic Society. He
took control in 1938 and created one
of the first crime photography labs in
the United States. The unit started
out as a one-man operation. In the
beginning, Sgt. Lisy used glass plates
instead of film and had one arc light
and a window as his light sources.
Cloudy days produced underexposed
photos and sunny days overexposed
them. Needless to say, one of the
first things he did was to buy film and
lighting.
As one of the nation’s first
police photographers, Sgt. Lisy
experimented with a variety of
techniques. For instance, he used
ultra-violet light in one photograph,
which brought out the laundry
17

markings on
a shirt. These
markings led
to the eventual
identification
of a burglary
suspect.
Photographs
of suspicious
license plates
were made, also
using ultra-violet
light, on orthochromatic film.
These photos
revealed that
the numbers on
the plate had
been altered.
In 1962, more
than 25 years
later, these two
photographs
had the
distinction of being chosen by
the International Association for
Identification to be shown in the Police
Hall of Fame.
The unit was one of the first three
crime photography units in the nation
to use color film. At first, Sgt. Lisy
thought color film was not a good
option. The film was expensive and
the cost of processing was too high.
He changed his mind, however, when
he saw how the photos showed
important skin tone information.
In 1939, Sgt. Lisy was involved in
some experimental work. The Police
department was developing a way
to take pictures of speeding cars,
showing their license plates and
position on the street. With the help
of a fellow officer, who built a special
speedometer, Sgt. Lisy could identify
and even reveal the speed of the

CPS History Continued

offending car. We all know how this
turned out!
In 1962, the Cleveland Police Crime
Photography lab had grown. Officer
Lisy now had six men working under
him. In 1961, the department had
processed an astronomical 109,597
prints! These included photos of
fingerprints taken as evidence from
crime scenes. This was an amazing
accomplishment for it’s time, and
helped to lay the foundation for some
of the investigative techniques that are
used today.
On average, Lisy’s department
processed approximately 50,000
photographs each year. Officer Lisy
also taught photography to police
academy classes, and even gave
seminars at FBI Courses.
The former Cleveland Photographic
Society member set the foundation
for future photographic crime
investigation. He single handedly
formed the first photographic crime
lab and developed solid techniques
that are the basic building blocks
of modern-day crime-fighting
technology.

“A lot of photographers think that if they buy a better camera, they’ll
be able to take better photographs. A better camera won’t do a
thing for you if you don’t have anything in your head or in your
heart.”
— Arnold Newman
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Selection of Projection Competition Winners

Dawes Glacier
First Place

Vicki Wert

Egret Preening
First Place

Japanese Maple
First Place

Mary Rynes

Jon Harford

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Projection Competition Winners
Continued

Kathmandu Kids
First Place

Daniel Kozminski

The Runner BW
First Place

Reaching Out
First Place

Ron Wilson

Chuck Bentivegna

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Projection Competition Winners
Continued

Tall Ships -- Near & Far
First Place

Roger Moore

Whale Tail
First Place

Tundra Swans
First Place

Shirley DeWitte

Larry Hrusovsky

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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On Photography and Art
Approaching
Photograpny With
Greater Creativity and
Artistry
Don Iannone

“photography as art is a deliberate
act of creating a photograph that
reflects the photographer’s response
to the world he or she photographs.”
Jennie’s perspective reminds us of the
importance of finding our own unique
way of “seeing” the world through the
camera.
Herb Ascherman Jr., whose
portraiture photography of people
in creative, commercial, and social
settings is internationally recognized,
says: “photographers should immerse
themselves in what is already out
there, learn from other’s work, and
develop one’s own professional
and creative style.” In other words,
the existing world of photography
is a great source of creativity and
inspiration for photographers.

“Photography is more than a medium
for factual communication of ideas. It
is a creative art.”
— Ansel Adams
Creativity in the context of art is
defined as using one’s imagination
or original ideas in the production of
an artistic work. Every photographer
employs personal creativity in creating
images. Most photographers are
interested in bringing greater creativity
and artistry to their work, although not
all see the value of the debate whether
photography is or is not an art form.
This article offers some ideas and
perspectives on creativity and artistry
in photography.
In preparation for this article, I asked
some well-known Northeast Ohio
photographers and a painter to
share their ideas on creativity and
artistry in photography. Jennie Jones,
whose architectural photographs
provide a living record of Cleveland’s
changing urban landscape, says that

Noted environmental photographer
Ian Adams says both creativity and
skill grow out of the photographer’s
passion for and knowledge about
his or her subject matter coupled
with a strong work ethic. In other
words, a photographer’s passion
must be embodied in hard work and a
willingness to learn and improve.
Jeannette Palsa, who is well known
for her portraiture and conceptual
figurative photography, suggests
that creativity and artistry can
be enhanced through the use of
fundamental visual design principles.
Also, Jeannette says there is much for
portrait photographers to learn from
how the Renaissance painters used
light to render images.
Stuart Pearl’s landscape photography
reflects his best advice on
photographic creativity and artistry,
which is that photographers should
continuously work on finding
great light and using interesting
composition. Stuart also encourages
photographers to adopt an
“appreciative” mindset in approaching
their work, which enhances creativity.
Finally, I asked John Sargent, a
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prominent Cleveland-area painter,
about his views on the subject of
creative and artistic photography.
John said we must first ask ourselves
“What is art?” He says that: “Currently
art is what the creator says it is,
and what the market will buy.” John
continues: “In large part, we have
abandoned discussions of aesthetics
in art today. Art is now a subjective
discussion predicated on perception
within the prevailing culture it
inhabits versus any hard rules on
what is and is not art.” In this light,
photographers must understand the
evolving definition of art and the role
of perception is shaping how visual
works are viewed and valued.
My own view is that it is important
for photographers to work constantly
at bringing creativity and artistry
to their work to make their work of
interest to themselves and viewers.
They must also work at technical
skill mastery to express their creative
ideas effectively. My passion is
combining my photography and
poetry and using photography as a
tool to spark personal insight and
spiritual awareness. Both have
added creativity and artistry to my
photographic work.
In summary, what is the take away
from this article?
1.

Discover and develop your own
unique way of “seeing” through
the camera lens.

2. Tap the existing well of
photographic creativity.
3. Couple passion and knowledge
with a strong work ethic.
4. Use fundamental visual art design
principles and learn from the
masters.
5. Master light and composition and
adopt an “appreciative” mindset.
6. Understand the larger debate
about art’s definition and how the

On Photography and Art Continued

value of photography is perceived
in the context of art and its
surrounding culture.
7.

Work simultaneously on
enhancing creativity and skill
and find unique ways to use
photography in the world.

Don Iannone is a fine arts
photographer and the author of three
books combining his photography
and poetry. He holds an M.A. degree
in Art and Consciousness Studies
and teaches college courses on
creative photography and writing.
Don is a board member of the Artists
Archives of the Western Reserve and
a member of the Archive’s organizing
team for the Western Reserve Open
Photography Competition. He lives
with his wife, Mary, and their three
cats on the shores of Lake Erie in
Bratenahl. His e-mail is: diannone@
ix.netcom.com

Thank you Dave and Annette Soule for passing this one along...

Life is like a camera.
Just focus on what’s important,
Capture the good times,
Develop from the negatives,
and if things don’t turn out – Take another shot!
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Selection of Nature Competition Winners

Sunset at House of Sun
Third Place

Brian O’Riordan

Red Spotted Newt
Chuck Bentivegna
First Place -- Perfect Score

Death Valley Dunes
Second Place

Donna Schneider

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Nature Competition Winners
Continued

Rising Above the Fog
Second Place

Jackie Sajewski

Dahlia
Third Place

Icy Water
First Place

Cindy Dolansky

Vicki Wert

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Nature Competition Winners
Continued

Flower #236
Third Place

Eric Wethington

Cattle Egret
Second Place

Sassafras Sky
First Place

Raymond Muzilla

John Harford

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Nature Competition Winners
Continued

Pink
Honorable Mention

Bill Kubiak

Eye of the Tiger
Third Place

Eye of the Frog
Honorable Mention

Stephen Snitzky

Jon Harford

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Events
Canon Explorer of Light
Rick Sammon Takes CPS
Members to School

followers, he has been recognized as
one of the top photographers to follow
on Google+. In his spare “desk time,”
Rick writes the “Quick Fix” column for
Digital Photo magazine
Speaking of being a natural teacher,
whenever possible, Rick teaches
guitar -- and plays with musicians
of all ages. “It’s so cool playing with
young musicians,” Rick says. “Keeps
one young at heart.” If you need a
bass player, give Rick a call.

Sandwiched between an amazing
Halloween and Holiday Party, CPS got
serious about raising the photographic
skills of all of it’s members by hosting
a day-long educational event with Rick
Sammon.
Rick is an award-winning
photographer who loves his day job.
A tireless, prolific and inspirational
image-maker, Rick, called by some
“The Godfather of Photography,” is
one of the most active photographers
on the planet — dividing his time
between creating images, leading
photo workshops, and making
personal appearances. Rick’s
enthusiasm for digital imaging
is contagious. He is a man on a
mission – a mission to make digital
photography fun, creative, exciting and
rewarding for others.
A natural teacher, Rick enjoys sharing
his photographs and providing
practical how-to advice to a wide
audience of photo enthusiasts through
his blog, books, how-to videos,
iPhone and iPad apps, a podcast
and an expanding following on social
media. With nearly 800,000 Google+

Rick started his professional
photography career as an underwater
photographer, producing six
underwater books and leading scuba
diving expeditions to the seven seas.
He easily transitioned into travel,
landscape, wildlife, cultural and nature
photography. Rick’s images, from his
travels to more than 100 countries,
have been published in numerous
newspapers and magazines, and
have been featured in his 36 books,
including the popular Rick Sammon’s
Exploring the Light, and 11 apps,
including Rick Sammon’s 24/7 Photo
Buffet.
In recognition of his talent and
influence, Rick has been named a
Canon Explorer of Light. He is also a
Westcott Top Pro Elite, recognized for
his skill in portraiture and lighting. Rick
is also an instructor for Kelby Training,
where he shares his knowledge
about light and composition. He was
also named by Squarespace as one
of the world’s best photographers.
Pretty impressive stuff by anyone’s
standards!
While Rick describes himself as
“evolving,” he hesitates to categorize
his work. “I’m an A-to-Z type of
photographer. I do it all – and I enjoy
the freedom of not specializing.
With nearly 40 years of experience,
this self-taught photographer has
many accomplishments – and many
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more anticipated for the road ahead.
As Rick suggests, “When you are
through changing, you are through.”
Speaking of change, Rick was
recently named one of the Arcanum
Inception Masters — an online
program that’s designed to help
photographers on their personal path
to creative and rewarding images.
More info can be found on The
Arcanum website.
When asked what one thing makes
a great photograph, Rick quickly
answered “Emotion! The best light
and composition are meaningless if
the image doesn’t make the viewer
feel something. This starts with the
photographer really seeing the world
and making photographs of subjects
that inspire themselves.”
A Key Take-Away for Attendees:
Rick’s Sammonisms
Rick’s teaching for the day centered
around his Sammonisms, the succinct
checklist of eleven do’s and don’ts that
every photographer can use to make
better images. They are:
•

The name of the game is to fill the
frame.

•

Dead center is deadly.

•

When you think you are close, get
closer.

•

The camera looks both ways.

•

Expose for the highlights.

•

Use your camera like a spaceship.

•

Light illuminates, shadows define.

•

Backlight = shoot tight.

•

Make pictures, don’t just take
pictures.

•

See eye to eye and shoot eye to
eye.

•

Take the darn flash off the
camera!

Events Continued
TRICK OR TREAT AT CPS

Thank you Joe Polevoi for providing the Halloween Party Pictures!!!
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Selection of Creative Competition Winners

Budapest Chain Bridge
First Place

Chuck Bentivegna

Cleveland Trust Rotunda
Second Place

Graceful Moves
First Place

Roger Moore

Susan Bestul

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Creative Competition Winners
Continued

Ferris Wheel Memories
First Place

Jackie Sajewski

Just Enough
Third Place

Honestly, No Strings Attached
Third Place

Bill Kubiak

Steve Lucsik

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Selection of Creative Competition Winners
Continued

Palace Theater
Third Place

Vicki Wert

Tree
Honorable Mention

The Day Is Done
Third Place

Bill Rittman

Dan Sandy

Full Competition results can be found on the CPS website, www.clevelandphoto.org. This includes every competition and gives photographers’ names, photo titles, and points earned.
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Club Information

The Cleveland Photographic Society
CPS has operated continuously since

CPS Competitions

1887, making us one of the oldest camera

CPS holds 16 competitions each year as a part of
our regular Friday evening meeting schedule. Only
members can enter images for competition, but all are
invited to attend. Competition categories are Nature,
People, Creative and Pictorial (open category) and three
competitions per category are held throughout the year.
In addition, four Projection competitions are held,
displaying projected digital images. The category for
Projection competitions is Pictorial (open).

clubs in North America. The organization
currently has over 500 members and is
one of the few anywhere to have its own
permanent clubroom. The objectives of
the society are to promote and advance
the understanding, passion and joy of
photography by providing opportunities
for education, skill development, picture

In addition to formal competitions, several People’s Choice
Nights are held throughout the year. These are informal,
unjudged evenings devoted to specific themes, such as
Architecture, Photojournalism, etc. Competition Rules and
Results, as well as slide shows of winning images can be
found on the Competition page of our website.

taking, competition, critique, and

CPS Membership

fellowship. We meet almost every Friday

Annual dues: Single member rate is $54; Couples
are $81; Family (couple plus one or more children)
is $117; Junior member (under 18) and Distance member
categories (roughly over 100 miles) are $36.
A downloadable application form and more details can
be found on our website: www.clevelandphoto.org

evening and our meetings are always open
to visitors and guests—we invite you to
visit us! Our clubroom is located on the
City of Broadview Heights campus. The
clubroom opens at 7:00 p.m. Visit our
website for directions, maps, and further
information: www.clevelandphoto.org

Join us and enjoy all the benefits of being a part of one
of the most dynamic, active, and friendliest camera clubs
in the US. Photographic education and fellowship are our
primary tenets and a part of all we offer. No matter your
skill level or photographic interest, you’ll find lots of
activities that will enhance your skills—and you’ll have
FUN along the way!

Club Calendar
The complete and updated Club Calendar can be obtained
at www.clevelandphoto.org

Our Mission: The mission of the Cleveland Photographic Society is to promote and
advance the understanding, passion and joy of photography by providing opportunities
for education, skill development,
picture taking, competition, critique and fellowship.
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